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The E-Promotor is your compact, easy-to-use roadshow vehicle and is ideal for use 

within cities. Manoeuvre and promote your product or service in almost any location, 

particularly useful for those idyllic yet small European streets and plazas. It may be 

small, but it packs a punch when it comes to fulfilling your promotional needs.

Anytime, anywhere.

The E-Promotor 
100% Electric.

The first electric roadshow vehicle.



The 100% Electric InfoWheels is your revolutionary, self-drive roadshow solution that allows for touching 

brand experiences within the environment of your target group. Want to share your sustainability values? 

This vehicle is perfect to communicate all your ecological beliefs directly to your clientele. The electric 

InfoWheels is the ultimate environmentally-friendly ready-to-go roadshow solution for medium-range use.

Economical, ecological, and easy-to-use.

The 100% 
Electric InfoWheels.

Your smart solution in roadshows.
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While our fully electric InfoWheels and E-Promotor mark a big leap into environmentally-friendly 

roadshow solutions, our EggStreamer is equally as sustainable when paired with a suitable electric 

car. And all you need is a driver’s license B+E. Based on your needs, we translate your wishes into a 

roadshow solution to strengthen your brand awareness, relevance, and success everywhere. Want 

to know which small-scale roadshow suits your brand best? Find your ideal roadshow solution here!

Impress your environment. 
Meet our fully electric roadshow solutions.



Meet our fully electric roadshow solutions.

EGGSTREAMER



Take charge of your own city-centred roadshow by putting yourself behind the wheel. Our electric 

roadshow solutions allow you to bring your promotional material to your target group. Their ease 

of use and small size allows for a quick set-up, ensuring you more time with your target audience. 

Experience reliable and innovative roadshow solutions that create touching brand experiences that 

suit your needs while taking a step into a greener future.

Smart thinking.
In control of everything with your self-drive roadshow.



In control of everything with your self-drive roadshow.
No need to hire a 

professional driver. You, 

your team, or anyone 

with a regular driving 

license (category B for 

the E-Promotor and 

InfoWheels, or category 

B+E for the EggStreamer) 

can drive these 

multifunctional mobile 

units.

Due to their relatively 

small size and easy 

set-up, you will decide 

when and where to set 

up this easy, low cost, 

multifunctional mobile 

units. 

Save set-up time. It takes 

just five minutes to put 

up the Roadshow units, 

giving you and your team 

more time to interact with 

your audience.

Make your roadshows 

environmentally friendly 

with our electric 

roadshows. These electric 

roadshow vehicles are 

the first ever to hit the 

market.
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Drive 

yourself

Low 

cost

Easy

set-up

Self-suff icient 

environmentally 

f riendly 



Professional Professional 
expertiseexpertise

•  Maintenance & tyre service

• Repair service

• Insurance package

RentalRental
supportsupport

•  Promotional tools and team

•  Signage and stickering

TailoredTailored
wisheswishes

•  Custom-made vehicle design

•  Branding design

Support your electric roadshow when required.
Help on hand.



Support your electric roadshow when required.

The E-Promotor, the InfoWheels and the EggStreamer can be your 100% electric roadshow 

solution. Our services are tailored to meet your needs, offering comprehensive, individual advice 

and implementing your interior fittings and exterior branding – from the original vision to the 

completed design. In addition to your own input, we offer a range of meaningful services to 

enhance your roadshow offering where required. Want to learn about your option? 

Feel free to contact one of our professional dealers.
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Help on hand.
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100% electric, 100% our ambition.
Let’s be honest, not all technology is ready for it, and there are still many limitations for electric roadshow 

solutions. However, EventRent can already provide solutions for short and medium-range roadshows, 
while our goal is to deliver large-scale electric solutions to the European market by 2025. We are the 

only roadshow company to make advances to reduce our carbon footprint in all areas. Our buildings are 
outfitted with nearly 1,500 solar panels, creating 2 megawatts of power on a sunny day. In addition, our 

fleet of more than 120 of our standard InfoWheels have been equipped with solar panels since 2010. That’s 
720 solar panels contributing to our environment for over 11 years!

 So why wait? Partner now, and we will be ahead of the game. Together, with a step-by-step approach, 
we will contribute to a more sustainable future.
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Why wait for the effects 
of the Glasgow Climate Summit?

Companies around the globe announce their ambitions to be climate neutral or CO2 neutral in 2030 or even 
later in 2050. But why wait? Take the first step now, and we can make the difference together!
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The Netherlands

Reactorweg 45 | 3542 AD Utrecht | +31 8888 22 111

info@eventrent.nl | www.eventrent.nl 

France

26 Av. du Président Wilson | 75116 Paris | +33 970 730 245

info@eventrent.fr | www.eventrent.fr
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